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Edgewater Fullscope Launches ChemAXpress; A Cloud-based Implementation Tool for
Chemical Manufacturers
Third Fullscope Solution Available on Microsoft Azure
ATHENS, Ala., Sept. 07, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Edgewater Fullscope, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Edgewater
Technology, Inc. (NASDAQ:EDGW) and leading provider of Microsoft Dynamics AX and CRM solutions to manufacturers,
today announced the availability of ChemAXpress, one of the first new Microsoft Dynamics AX solutions available on
Microsoft Azure.
"A large portion of our customer base is chemical manufacturers, especially those who make specialty chemicals for
industrial and agricultural use, so it makes sense for us to develop a special solution for this market segment," says Russell
Smith, senior vice president, Edgewater Fullscope. "We've leveraged our chemical industry experience, as well as our
Microsoft Dynamics AX expertise, to create a robust tool to help these customers leverage the cloud to implement quickly."
ChemAXpress is a rapid deployment template to help streamline the time it takes to implement an enterprise resource
planning (ERP) solution in a chemical manufacturing company. Delivered through a ready-to-go environment in Azure using
Microsoft Lifecycle Services (LCS), ChemAXpress includes:






A comprehensive business process model that reflects how Microsoft Dynamics AX addresses organizational,
financial, operational and regulatory business processes and analytical needs in a chemical manufacturing
organization
A preconfigured Microsoft Dynamics AX environment for a chemical manufacturing company that can be deployed in
Azure with related setup, configuration and master data samples
An implementation methodology designed specifically for rapid deployment of Microsoft Dynamics AX in a chemical
manufacturing company
A set of preconfigured data migration scripts to bring in master data including items, customers, vendors and bills of
materials

"We have leveraged over 15 years of experience with chemical manufacturing ERP implementations and are excited to offer
an easy-to-use, Cloud-based template to help chemical manufacturers achieve quicker results from their Dynamics AX
investments," said Reddy Beeram, director of product development for Edgewater Fullscope.
About Edgewater Fullscope
Edgewater Fullscope delivers innovative Microsoft ERP, CRM and BI solutions and services on premise or in the cloud to
manufacturers in North America and Europe. The award-winning company is one of the largest resellers of Microsoft
Dynamics AX and CRM. For more information, visit www.fullscope.com.
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